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$435,000 computer system faces criticism.
by Robert Warren Jr.

Bryan said. "Knowledgeable people in
the department of computer sciences
contested the assertion."
An Administration and Finance deciMainframe computing may not be a
sion to buy $435,000 worth of computer step in the right direction, said Dr, Rohardware during financially hard times · nald Dutton, associate chair of computer
hasdrawnbroad-basedoppositionacross sciences. More businesses are leaning
the university.
toward distributive computing.
Dr. Charles Hughes, a computer sciHughescitedanIBMandAppleComenceprofessor, started a petition to put a puter cooperative that focused on distributive computing. Distribumoratorium on the purchase
until all users can discuss the
tive computing ties computer
issue.
work stations into clusters. The
clusters are configured for speThe Council ofChairs passed r
a resolution that called for a
cific needs of the users. The
delay ofthe purchase until furwork stations may be tied into
ther consultation, said Chair
a mainframe.
-- - -The 4381 .has become
John Schell.
RichardAstro, UCFprovost, saidAca- saturated as the university has grown,
demic Affairs was not aware of John said William Branch, director of ComBolte's, vice president ofadministration J?Uter Services: UCF ·has been at the
and finance, decision to buy the com- same level of computing power for the
past 10 years. The new system will inputer equipment.
in difficult times, the more crease UCFs computing capacity by 100
consultation, the better," Astro said. . percent, Branch said.
IBMofferedtheuniversitya$160,000
Interim President Robert Bryan defended the move to buy the IBM ES 9000 trade-in allowance. The company also
mainframe computer. If the deal goes agreed to donate $60,000 in personal
through, it will replace an IBM 4381 computers.
mainframe.
Bryan, in a letter addressed to Schell,
"Administrative Affairs argues that regretted that he did not consult the
the 4381 will soon be inadequate to carry faculty J:>efore signing the contract. Bryan
the load from an parts of the university," ' did not know if the purchase could ·be
STAFF REPORTER

"When

•

delayed since a contract has already
been signed.
Both sides see a need to form a policy
board to handle similar issues in the
future.
The board should be composed of12 to
14 people, repr~senting different univer-

sity users, Bryan said. The board should
be given funds to operate.
Hughes would like to see the board
established but only if under the provost
and Academic Affairs.
_ ''That's what a university is for ...
academics," he said.

Resolution kills telephOnes, provides money _for summer
by Robert Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER

A resolution approved in September by the UCF Faculty Senate may
have freed funds for about 60 summer
courses.
The resolution gained the approval
oflnterim President Robert Bryan at
the Senate's meeting on Oct. 5. The
measure sought to halt the transfer of
funds from educational and general
accounts to a telephone auxiliary account.
·
Before the meeting, Bryan had told
Faculty Senate Chair Glenn
Cunningham the resolution could not
be enacted because it would cripple

the university's telephone operations
in coming years.
Cunningham had asked Bryan to
explain to the senators - face to face
- why the resolution could not be
implemented.
At the Senate meeting, Bryan said
he had met with his staff and discovered that $320,000 would be colJected
and transferred this year beyond the
. operational costs of UCFs telecommunications needs.
About $290,000 of the surplus W,ill
go into a special fund solely to offset
the costs ofsummer instruction, Bryan
said. The remaining $35,000 will be
FACULTY continued page 6

International student group
secures $760 from SG for fair
• Group's president says money needed foradverti~ing
b~ Rebecca

Falcon

$TAFF REPORTER

All are welcome...

could get good advertising this
year, next year they wilJ be able
to turn toward the community
for help.
·
.
Bootwala went on to say that
the membership dues were only
$10 per member. "We pay about
$3,000 for tuition out here," he
said. The members can't afford
to pay more.than $10 per year,
he explained.
Sen. Don Langley proposed
an amendment to cut $175,
which would have been used for
advertising, from the bill total

Student Government gave
SG will hok'.1 meetings Sun$760 to the International Stu- days at 3 p.m. in the University
• dent Association to support its Dini~ Room. These meetings
annual fair.
will cover campus issues and
During SG's first Senate . organizations.
meeting, Sen. Shayan Elahi reSenators will decide how to
• quested that SG donate $935 to appropriate
the $11,590 in the
the association. The Bill was · senate fund, and during next
revised and voted on before it week's meeting, the senate will
• · was finaJly passed.
vote for this year's Pro Temp.
ISA President MuffadalJ
The meetings are open to
Bootwala explained to SG that all students.
the money was neecieci mainly
of$935.
• for
advertising. Bootwala said
The $175 was to be used
that if a large number of people
to make buttons for people
tum outforthefair, the ISA will - a big success. Marlar said that participating in the fair to
hopefully raise enough money the ISA works hard to raise wear.
to support next year's fair them- money and that thefundraisers
The buttons would state
selves.
usually fail.
the country that each per ~
Some of the senaBootwala ex- son represented, explained
tors were reluctant to
plained that the ISA Bootwala.
There will be
donate the money beheld a fundraiser in about 25 countries reprecause the ISA had only
the Wild Pizza last sented, he said.
raised$50. 'Thiskind
year, but instead lost
However, the Senate deemed
of makes you look
money.
the buttons unnecessary and
lazy," Sen. Terrance
He explained that passed the amendment p_reDunn said.
·
the association simply sented by Langley. The new bill
• Sen. Gary Marlar jumped to isn'tpopularenoughtoaskcom- allowed the ISA a total of$760
the association's defense. He munity leaders for financial for its fair.
explained that he had been to backing.
The BiJl was voted on and
the
fair last year and that it was
However, he said that if they _ passed by acclamation .
•

•

"

COPYCAT
Comedian Elon Gold impersonated Jay Leno and
Johnny Carson in the SCA Tuesday. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
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Introducing two good reasons
to stop by the
New UCF Computer Store

•

20MHz 80386sx
14" VGA Color MonitQr
•

2MBRAM

.

40MB Hard Drive

o;3

i•
~
l

~

~

$ 2,452

. IBMMouse
IBM DOS 5.00
Microsoft Windows 3.0

.,

1

J

•

j

Three slots free!
•

14" VGA Color Monitor

.

2MBRAM
-

~

'

)

•

.

40MB Hard Drive

,1
•

I

IBM Mouse
IBM DOS 5.00
Microsoft Windows 3.0
'

j

•

'

"'
!

Five slots"free!

•

VGA, floppy, and harddrive
controllers on the mother
board

•

-.

-

.
•

The UCF Computer Store is located across from CESA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are Monday t~ Thursday, 8:30am to 5:00pm, and Fri~_?y, 8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept cash, personal
checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, and MasterCard .
Financin is available throu h the UCF Credit Union . Phone numbers: Store 823-5603, IBM Sales 823-5226.

•
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Citizens join together

to clean launclt pad
by Cindy Barth

were Richard Truly, NASA administrator, and Gen. Tom
Stafford, the Apollo 10 comIn order to draw attention to mander.
the space program and its needs,
The object of the project was
Congressman Jim Bacchus community service to highlight
sponsored a "Citizen Saturday'' the needs of space and the space
Sept.14 at Launch Pad34 ofthe industry. The project also inKennedy Space Center.
cluded theplantingofthreetrees
Bacchus said the area, the as alivingmemorial to the Apollo
site of the 1967 Apollo rocket . astronauts who died.
fire which killed three astroDan Sallick; press secretary
nauts, has become overgrown for Bacchus, said the events usuand neglected, "We don't want ally draw 50 to 60 people. "This
. the public to neglect its heri- was one of the biggest events
tage," Bacchus said. "Attention yet. We hope they continue to
must be drawn to these needs." grow," Sallick said.
"Citizen Saturdays" were a
One of the groups involved
cornerstone of Bacchus' cam- was the UCF organization Stupaign two years ago. He coordi- dents for the Exploration and
nates various community Development of Space. SEDS is
projects to meet needs. Projects a national organization.
have included building playSEDS member Christa
grounds, tutoring disadvan- Callan said the event also
taged children and collecting brought to light another issue.
food for the hungry.
''The beach cleanup helped
More than 400 people par- bring national recognition about
ticipated in the launch pad the turtlenestingareas," Callan
cleanup. Among the volunteers said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Correction. .

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Protesters held an abortion rally Sunday. Activists made signs and petitioned along Colonial
Drive, S.R. 436 and Mills Avenue. Pro-choice activists also showed up. (John RiveratFUTURE)

Vandals desecrate courtesy telephone
near portables, cause $400 in ~e
pulled out from the unit and the switch
hook had been removed.
Alombro said the damage
A UCF courtesy telephone near the
amounted to $350 and the part
portables was reported vandalized last
missing would cost about $50, acweek, according to a police report.
cording to the report.
The damage was discovered ThursAlombro also said that after exday by senior telecommunications specialist .. tended use of the phone, the switch hook someAugust 1\lombro.
times loosens up, and it appeared that the
According to the police report, a visual inspec- receiver was slammed down on the hook and
tion revealed that the receiver cord had been then removed .
by Sandra Pedlclnl

STAFF REPORTER

In the photo "Belly-flop" in Tuesday's issue, Keith
Ferguson was incorrectly identified as a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

•
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College students drink less than in past
nificantly during the decade of the
'80s." saidDr. Gerardo Gonzales, chairman of the department of counselor
The old image of an"Animal House" education.
While the figures appear encouragbeer-swilling fraternity soiree doesn't
make it With the. new generation. ing~ experts say that one in 10 drinking
Drunken behavior, say students, is students develop a chemical dependency.
definitely uncool.
''Itis still a major problem," Gonzales
This new attitude toward alcohol is
showing up on American campuses said. "The majority of students drink,
during the 1991 National Collegiate and campus incidents of violence and
Alcohol Awareness Week, Oct. 13-20. sexual assault are usually alcohol-reFrom booze-free nightclubs to lated."
ApproXi:rnately 430 million gallons
"mocktail" parties, the message is clear:
of
beverages are consumed annually
imbibing is OK - getting wasted is
. by college students
not.
who spend about
"I believe it's
$4.2 billion on booze
because students "I believe it's because stueach year, according
are more health
to the Public I;Iealth
conscious these dents are more health
Service's Office 'for
days," said Kurt conscious these days."
Substance Abuse
Bair, a senior
Prevention.
counselor
at
1n 1990, 33.5 perDickinson College
- Kurt Bair
in Carlisle, Pa.
senior counselor cent of drivers in fatal crashes between
Students are still
the ages of20 and 24
drinking,. but in
were intoxicated, a 6 percent drop since
less quantity than before, he said.·
A recent Roper survey showed that 1982, saystheNationalHighwayTrafmore than half of all students (53 per- fic Safety Administration. Still, the
cent) consider alcohol abuse a major government estimates that 1,093 lives
problem on campus. That was dra- were saved in 1989 by laws that pro:rnatically higher t.han studentconcern hibit alcohol sales to those under 21.
Even when alcohol use doesn't beabout non-violent and violent crime,
come chemical dependency, college
drug abuse and AIDS.
In addition, a newly released Uni- campuses must grapple with its efversity of Florida study claims the fects, such as poor academic perfornumber of students who drink is less mance, aggression, properly damage,
than it was a decade ago, and those accidents and strained relationships.
Experts say alcohol also plays asignifiwho do are drinking less.
The study showed the percentage of caIJ.t role in cases of date rape, a problem
student drinkers decreased from 89 receiving increasing attention
Many campuses now offer resident
percent in 1981to80percentin1991.
drug
and alcohol counselors, and some
Average consumption among drinkers
programs
for those dealing with the
also dropped from 40 drinks per month
in 1981fu34 drinks monthly in 1991. devastating effects of alcohol depen''The study clearly shows that col- dency. Programs run the gamut from
lege student drinking patterns and chemical-free housing to alcoholknowledge about alcohol changed sig- awareness speakers and seminars.
by Karen Neustadt

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

FACULTY
FROM PAGE 1

put aside for emergency phones.
- Richard Astro, UCF provost,
estimated that nearly 60 courses
could be funded with the
$290,00D. The average summer
course will cost about $5,000, he
said.
Ofthe surplus, $277 ,000 was
originally earmarked to purchase a multiplexor for the south
end of campus; $13,000 toward
a multiplexor on the north end
ofcampus; and $35,000for emergency phones.
Also during the Oct. 5 meeting, Astro discussed UCFs
newly adopted spending poli- .
cies, which recent state budget
cuts brought about.
UCFs operating funds decreased by- $4.2 million,

$700,000 more than expected.
The state gave universities no
money for state-funded pay
raises.
"Higher education in this
~tate is in trouble," Astro told
the senators.
·
Hiring and travel were frozen. Requests for exemptions
must be submitted to the provost or appropriate divisional
vice president, and it must be
approved by the president. Requisitions will not be processed
without similar approval. .
University officials will examine every non-instructional
account to look for additional
funding for instruction, Astro
said.
"When money is tight, you
try to put money out in the college," he said. "You don't want
money stockpiled."

Dickinson College has organized a problems.
peer drug and alcohol education proThe University of Utah substance
gram in which trained students speak abuse center brings in disabled perto campus groups about the conse- sons, victims of alcohol-related acciquences of s.ubstance abuse.
· dents, to talk with students. A disk
AlcoholicsAnonymousandAl-Anon jockey who calls himself the ''Milk
programs for students are held weekly Beast" touts the marvels of non-alcoon the sprawling University of Califor- holic beverages at a campus-wide·
nia at Los Angeles campus. The Cali- dance.
forniaschool'sresidentiallifeprogram
Alcohol-free parties, once thought
sponsors videos, seminars and presen- an impossibility in campus life, are
tations by psychologists during Alco- "in" during Alcohol Awareness week
hol Awareness week.
at Antioch College at Yellow Springs,
Anewsletter is distributed to UCLA Ohio. After five years of observing
students, and officials work with local Alcohol Awareness week, the school
merchants in a effort to promote dis- offers a residence hall that is both
count sales of non-alcoholic beverages smoke-free and alcohol-free.
during the week. By producing a regisAt"Zannibar," an alcohol-free nighttration card, any UCLA student can club at Mansfield University in Pennobtain alcohol counseling without sylvania, sober students rock around
charge.
the clock during Alcohol Awareness
Gettysburg College in Dalton, Pa., week.
The school also has a 35-member
takes an unusual approach to fighting
substance abuse on campus by offer- drug and alcohol task force comprised
ing "chemical-free housing" in which of students, faculty, administrators
studentspledgetoaband town resistain from alcohol
dents who review and evaluwhile in the house "Campus incidents of vioand not to become inate prevention
toxicatediftheydrink Jenee and sexual assault
programs to enelsewhere.
are usually alcohol-related."
sure they meet
Gettysburg also
the needs of the
sponsored a "minicommunity.
convention" of stu• Dr. Gerardo Gonzalez
At Rensselaer
dents from regional
counselor education chairman Polytechnic Incolleges who are in
stitute in Troy,
recoveryfromchemiN.Y., 18-yearcal dependency.
olds can't drink. Fraternities and soThe UniversityofUtahatlogan, Utah, rorities offer entering freshmen a 90celebrates Alcohol Awareness week a minute seminar called "Party Posiweek later, but has one of the most com- tive" that emphasizes the ban on drinkprehensive programs in the country.
ing, but also teaches sensible drinking
The week's events include every- when a student comes of age.
thing from a candlelight vigil for
- "Party Positive" describes precaudrunken driving victims to a contest tionarystepsmanyfraternitiesalready
for the best "mocktaii" recipe on cam- take: proofing students at the door,
pus. Students watch the police con- offering sober rides after parties, and
duct a sobriety test and watch impro- requiring students to check their keys
visational theater that spoofs alcohol · at parties.

OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!
Oaor9a qlan Yarl(o. 0 .0.S.

George Alan Yarko DDS '
David J. Blue DMD

282-2101
11780 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

For Health and Cost Conscious Students

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up includes:
Initial Exam 011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

•

Unitedwa~
THE HEART

OF Flc::JRIDA
ORANGE , OSCEOLA , SEMINOLE

•
•
•

(Corner of Hwy 50 &Alafaya Tr.)
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENTFORTHE FREE,
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
Teeth Whitening
Wisdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

THE RIVER,-THE PARK, THE TREES...
·-THE DIFFERENCE.

Reach Out
With love

•

'LOCATED JUST
MINUTES
FROM UCF
ON DEAN ROAD,
JUST NORTH OF
COLONIAL (HWY 50)
CALL TODAY 381-2222

IBRAND NEW! I

APARTMENTS

LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
RIVER & LAKE VIEWS
POOL & JACUZZI
INDOOR RACQUETBALL
TENNIS
FITNESS CENTER

•

•

•
•
•
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UCF office ~pplies ,

steeper than retail
Office Depot offers materials for less
by Vicki Paulus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Uncompetitive prices at the
UCF office supply store reflect
in departments usage and purchasingofoffice supplies on campus.
"Recently, they [the faculty]
hold their money until the end
of the fiscal year, the first or
second week of June," said a
worker at UCFs office supply
store, "and then they just buy
and buy with the money they
didn't realize they had."
After comparison shopping,
the prices represent the reasons
the faculty waits to buy on campus. The differences of prices in
common products used by the
faculty show a savings if purchased from Office Depot. But
the departments are not required to buy their supplies on
campus.
''We have $3,000 to use towards supplies which after purchasing from Office Depot gave
us a savings in our account of 56

percent," said Jason DiBona,
student body president, "that
saves each club 56 percent per
$150 they are allotted."
DiBonaexpressedhisconcern
in this area to Dr. John Bolte,
vice president ofadministration
and finance, in a memorandum
which has not been fully given a
response. In this, he encourages
other departments to buy off
~ampus until comparitive prices
are offered. DiBona says that he
would rather purchase on campus but can not afford to.
"Do we want the money to go
to venders in the area or here?"
said Timothy Carroll, director
of Business Services.
According to Carroll, not
enough storage space, no volume buying, and convenience are
reasonsforthedifferencesin prices
at the office supply store.
"We do not have room to warehouse supplies after volume
buying like they [Office Depot]
do," said Carroll, ''faculty chooses
to use the service because it is by Marjoto Levy
quick and ~onvient."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SG lands campus voter registration site

ATIEN110N All SPORTS FANS:
If you are interested in moving closer to the real

action, The Central Florida Future Sports Dept ,
· nee& you Contact: Jamie Johnson at 823-3956

A new voter registration site
.h as been added on at UCF.
The Orange County Elections
Office gave the go ahead Sept.
16 to UCF's Student Government to register voters.
Tom Leeks, director of SG' s
Legislative Affairs, headed the
project to get the new site. Leeks
had already participated in a

Aug. 6 witl}-the_encouragementof
SG. ''It's been a goal of Student
Government to enhance student
participation," said Chris Marlin,
SG public relations director.
Tanko said they are tryingto
make-voting registration more
accessable. ''What we're trvin~
to do is to make registration as
easy as possible for the people
who take classes or work on
campus and wouldn't have any
othertimetoregister,"she said.

J.

i.

f PONTIAC

number of registration drives
prior to this.
There is another registration
site at the athletic building.
Linda Tan~o, supervisor ofRegistration ofOrange County, said,
''Tom Leeks and the Student
Government have been so successful in their previous registration drives we decided .to make
their office a permanent site."
Nearly 300 people have already registered to vote since

I

ALL-STAR Pontiac Excitement Center
Thurs. Oct. 17th & Fri. Oct. 1.8th
Student Center Green • 11 am- 3 pm

Comedy Show featuring

@1

·c

H

~A

L L

Friday Oct. 18th • 9 pm
Student Center Auditorium
fJlH to students w/ .VALIDATED UCF l.D.
Guests $4 at the door
General Admission • Limited Seating

Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT
CENTER and check out the latest
PONTIAC cars. Win tickets, T-shirts
and enter sweepstakes for a chance
to ,win a Trip to ...

SPRING -~2
.

\t'
"·._
.•,': ;.

~

Percentage of Proceeds to
benefit Comic Relief

r.

:::
1·

l~-:CAB::::

USCONCEPTSINC

[Sii UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
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Disabled find love through
long-distance matchmaker
by Amy Reynolds
COLLEGE

PRE~S

SERVICE ·

Anyone who says a long-distance relationship
can't work hasn't met Roxanne Black.
Since 1989, the Rutgers University student
has successfully played the matchmaker for about
2,000 people nationwide. And although she calls
her service Long Distance Love, she's not just
another love connection_a la Chuck Woolery.
Black's network's appeal is to people afflicted
with a disease, illness, disability or injury. She
brings these individuals together through a penpal network, giving people with similar health
problems a unique base of support.

The inspiration for Black's voluntary efforts is
personal experience. At the age of 15, doctors
diagnosed Black with lupus; a genetic disease in
which her immune system attacks her body's
healthy cells.
. In Black's case, the antibodies attacked her
kidneys. Now, the 20-year-old communications
student undergoesdialysjsfourtimes a day and is
on.a waiting list for a kidney transplant.
Her frustration surrounding having no one
_else her age to 4llk to about her medical problems
led to the founding of Long Distance Love. A self- ·
di!ected public relations campaign to national

(

LOVE continued page 5

LAUGH AT YOU
Jonathon Solomon picked on SCA decor during the 'Two for
Tuesday Show'' featuring two comedians. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

Notice of:

TOWN M.E ETING·

Oct. 15 from noon2 p.m.
At the Aloma School

BAKED GOODIES

Sandi Graham and Sandy Jackson run a bake sale for the Student Nurse Association to
raise funds for a convention and a project to help homeless chirdren. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Buckle·up

------

(on Scarlet Rd. in Winter Park)

•

BOR Chancellor (:harles Reed
& ,

· Commissioner of Education
Betty Castor

•

will hear testimony about the budget .
crunch.
They wi!l use the information· for a report
to the Legislature.

••

\

••

All students, .faculty and staff ·
are _e ncouraged to atte'nd!!

We
UCF's Tropical Fish & Aquariwn Head Quarters
We Specialize in:
• Cichlids of All Types
• Tropical Fish
• Marine Fish
• Supplies & Aquariums
* WE GIVE UCF STUDENTS 15% OFF ALL LIVE
STOCK WITH VALID STUDENT ID *

Co~plete

The Puzzle!

The Nation'~ Hottest Graduate School Counseling Firm ...
• GRE, GMAT, MCAT, and LSAT preparation!

•

Learn how to take the test to get your best score!

• Research- & Re.a ding -skills
Learn how to Read & Research more effectively! ·

• Grad School Entrance Counseling!
VISIT TROPICAL TANK WHEN YOU WANT THE FINEST!
At the comer of Dean & Unive~sity in the Sun Crest Village Shopping Center.
10159 University Boulevard

657-8033

Learn how to choose the right Grad School for you!

Longwood • 407-831-8833

•
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LOVE

is expressing its idealism."
In addition to Black, nine college and univeristy volunteers
media outlets led to article.s in and organizations were honored
USA Today and numerous maga- as Points of Light.
·
zines and appearances on Good
Black was the only individual
Morning America and CNN. The college student singled ol_lt for
publicawarenessresultedinfloods her work. Because of her volofletters.
untary conOn Sept. 30,
tributions to
her success and ''There are problems that society, her
voluntary efforts
encounter
a lot of college students
landed her at the
with
the
side of President deal with quieUy."
president in
George Bush on
Orlando
wasn't her
a stage at Epcot
Center in Walt
• Roxanne Black first, but her
Disney World.
Matchmaker fourth.
· Black
Black is one of
greeted Bush
the ·nation's 575
as he stepped off the chopper
daily Points of Light.
'Today, we celebrate service and handed him a Rutgers
that comes from the heart," Bush sweatshirt.
''I actually got to talk to him for
said during the elaborate ceremony in honor of the volunteers. . a few minutes," she said. "As he
He added that "we can't ask wasdrivingawayinahislimosine,.
government to do everything... I was wavingathimandhewaved
Legislation alone cannot provide back. He was looking right at me.
Then he pointed at me and gave
the soul that a nation needs."
Later, at a press conference, me a thumbs up."
Although LQng Distance Love
Bush emphasized-the growing
contributions of the country's is for people of all ages, Black is
youth. "ForyoungAmericans, their trying to establish a network
serviceshowshowthisgeneration soley for college students.
FROM PAGE 6

BREEZY DAY
Jason Mason-Graham, a freshman majoring in physics, enjoys the fall weather while
studying Wednesday afternoon. He also watches the cars go by. (Char1esK. Morro~1FuruRE)
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Think of the
six women ·
closest to
you.
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Now guess
which one
will be raped
this year.
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One out of six college_
women will be sexually
assaulted this year.
But you can change
the odds of it
happening. Simply by
ttying to avoid
situations that leave
you or your friends
vulnerable.
For starters. follow
security measures.
Don't prop residence
hall doors open. Walk
with friend after dark
And be aware that
date rape is a major .
problem on college
campuses. With many of these rapes
involving drinking.
Then share these facts
with six of your
'
friends. And maybe
none of them will be ·
.. become another
statistic.

©1990 Rape Treatment
Center, Santa Monica
Hospital.
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UCF buys compute~
in budget crisis;

who was consulted?
oney, money and mo' money could be considered the main theme of American communication.
Most people have conversations about the way to
get more money, hold on to the money they have or
how to stockpile other people's money.so they can
skim a little off. Some folks discuss how little they
have, others talk about what they would do if they
got a bunch of it, others talk about how ludicrous
people are when they spend it. This brings to mind
a situation of miscommunication (or lack of) about
money:
Recently, Dr. John Bolte, vice president qf administration and finance, approved the purchase of
a $435,000 IBM 4381 mainframe computer system
for the university. Apparently this purchase was
made without the knowledge of Academic Affairs
or other personnel who should have been notified.
UCF Interim President Robert Bryan knew of the
purchase, but Dr. :(Uchard Astro, the university
provost, didn't know· of the new incoming computer.
Many are saying that this is an odd time to be
spending $435,000 on a new computer system.
With the increasing budget cuts, ·why would the
university feel the need to update its computers?
The main argument is that the ciµTent system is
10 years old. UCF has had incredible ·growth but
has not increased the ability to process.students.
Any student will tell you that the system needs to
be updated. But the actual crux of the si~uation is
whether Bolte handled the situation correctly and
whether it is economically feasible at this time.
The economic situation is as such; the money has
been growing in an account over a period of years
and is earmarked for a new computer system.
Granted, it would be nice if the funds could be
circulated into more classes with better ratios of
students to teacher (such as 30 students to one
teacher, instead of75 to one), but everyone knows
that once the money is tainted with destination, it
will never be retrievecl (for example: new buildings
all over campus). The current guaranteed budget
cuts of at least 5 J>ercent will not affect the installation. IBM offered $160,000 for the existing system as well as $60,000 in new personal computers.
OK, but where-did Bolte get the authority to buy
the system?
,
App:rrently he took it upm himself (he did ronsult .
Bryan, but the various other departments within the
universitywereuniformed).Itisfairlyessentialthatthe
Council of Chairs (university department chairs) oo
ronsulted. Thenewsystemorgan:ires the entire campus.
It ties all departments into a central romputer, but the
departments have no sayin what will be installed. 'Ibis
represents a poor decision on the i:nit of Bolte.
Consultation with the various involved groups
probably would create a bit t.oo much controversy,
discussion or actual democratic pl"<reSS, obviously. Or
maybe Bolte thought that he best represented the
entire university.
No one is suggesting that the actual system bought
is the wrong one, but rather that the proress implemented was nondemocratic and not serving the function of an university.
Out of this fiasco has rome an-uproar from various
slighted parties. A Policy Board is working on how to
handle similar situations that may oocurin the future.
With. hope, no one will rommit such an overstepping of
departments and procedure but ifoverstepped again a
• penalty should be enforced. Also, may the administration learn a little about communication, especially
about money.
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Letters
•POLICE BRUTALITY

Editor:
This letter is in response to
Brian Crt>ercke's Sept. 24 editorial
titled "Police Setting Standards
on Brutality." Mr. Goercke's article must have been printed to
arouse a response since I think_all
would agree that no responsible
editor or member of the public
media would stoop to name calling or the position of condoning
violence "By any means" against
the police.
As a local police officer for .10
years, I am more than willing to
admit problems exist with the police community. But I also suggest the major agencies within
the Central Florida area are
among the finest 'and most progressive in the nation.
There are several problems
with Mr. QQercke's argument.
First, he cites raw numbers published by The Orlando Sentinel:
40 excessive force cases ,filed
against one officer, six against
another. Second, he bases his
statements upon the research of
another without any independent
study. And third, he fails to address the motive for the complaints.
Without getting into the details of any particular case, and in
response to Mr. Goercke's irresponsibility, I offer several suggestions: any statistician will tell
you numbers lie; 46 complaints
during a combined 20 years of
service averages to just one complaint per officer p~r year; don't
trust others to do your homework;
and most people file complaints to
retaliate against the arresting officer by causing him distress at
work or as an effort to have their
charges dropped.
I think all will agree that justified complaints of exce~ive force
are an exception; The -Sentinel
chose to jump on the Rodney King
bandwagon . by publishing their

series to sell newspapers. We live in people and politicians? Are American
a violent society (about 180 cops die people so naive that they don't know
each year) that at times requires what is going on, or they are just
force to effect an arrest. But I main- ignoring the facts? If the latter is
tain the Central Florida community true, than this is the high time that
has been justly served for many they take notice of the actions of their
years. Mr QQercke's comments are own elected leaders. Don't take freedom for granted, it's not available to
unjustified and irresponsible.
everyone in this world.
Steven Hougland
Syed Jaffery
English
electrical engineering
• REALITY OF ISRAEL

Editor:
Being from Pakistan, a country
that is trying so hard to establish a
democraticpoliticalsystemandcapitalistic society after the mess left by
the socialist regime of the 1970s, I
have always cherished the Arnerican values of equality, justice and
freedom. which are severely lacking
in the Third World.
In recent developments around
the globe, the U.S. has played a .
significant part in bringing peace,
orderal}djusticeallovertheworld.
But unfortunately, on several instances, Washington has taken a
rather questionable route on its
way to justice. For instance, Mr.
Bush pledged last week to reverse
the bill passed by the United Na- tions, which declared Israel as a
Zionist state.
The state was established on an
occupied territory that settled Jewish immigrants had stolen from the
native people who had lived there
for centuries, that issues different
colored I.D. cards and tag plates to
native Arabs than migrated Jews,
thathasdeniedcitizenshiptoArabs
for more than · 40 years while it
awards it to every New York Jew in
a split second, not the mention the
atrocities and human rights violations carried on by the Israeli army
every day.
Isn't it racism? Isn't it what South
Africa's Blacks are fighting against
and the U.S. isbackingthem?Ifitis,
then why is there such a strange
contrast in ideologies of American
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• IRONY SEEN IN PURCHASE
Editor:
I find it ironic to read in the same
issue of The Future that the number of classes offered this summer
will be further reduced, yet the po- .
lice department has the funds to
purchase two new cars for $12,000
each. Why does a university police
department that is equivalent to
security guards and who are certified to carry weapons and use radars need 12 cars?
Most of the local towns such as
Oviedo, Winter Springs · and
Casselberry don't have 12 cars, yet
they have larger areas to patrol and
actual police d~ties to perform.
Wouldn't it be more cost effective to
hire security guards to watch the
buildings and parking lots and then
have the sheriff's office put a substation on campus to handle the criminal activity (if there is in fact a real
,
problem).
The excuse for funding inequities
like this is often how the budget is
allocated. So change it! While UCF is
lobbying for funds, we should lobby
for the proper shift of funds from
secondary priorities like the police
department and social activities to
the Wliversity's primary responsibility - educating the students.
I attend UCFfor an education. Ifl
desire entertainment, I will pay for it
in town. When I need the police, I will
dial 911.
Joanne Woodbury
advertising
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Are claims - or word usage - of 'Afrocentrism' correct?
Bill Cushing

After all, mankind as a species is heavily linked to
the sayannahs and plains of Africa: Besides, Egypt,
long known as the "cradle of civilization," is a natural
WHAT'S NEXT?
extension of northern Africa.
However, there are some real problems inherent in
ast Thursday the Confetti section of this p~per - this movement, in spite of its claim to fair academic
jumped on the bandwagon of Qther publications intent.
in writing · about the new movement,
First of all, a rhetorical question:. How many of you
"Afrocentrism."
out there remember the details of the Egyptian history
According to its proponents, the "Afrocentric" move- you-had to learn in the classroom?
ment is, as Sabrina Covington wrote, "the modern-day
Yet now, the "Afrocentrists" want to go further back
movement that is bringing a lot of covered up facts of in time than that and study it in detaiLHow. effective
history to the dawn's early light."
can one really believe this academic pursuit will be?
The"Afrocentric" movement is one that is dedicated
There is another problem inherent in this political
to revamping our educational curriculum in order to movement on the academic environment in this counplace more emphasis on the historical debt society owes try. Like it or not, folks, 20th century America is a
to Africa and our human origins from that area.
natural extension of the Western-European world. It
That is, at least, what we are being told.
_
was the early Spanish, French and British colonizers
I don't believe that anyone with a modicum of which ultimately determined our contemporary place
education would deny this link between the human in the world and no alteration in the school structure is
race and Africa, nor can it be argued that that nation going to change that blaring fact.
produced some very real influences on all subsequent
I am not arguing here for the right or wrong of who
cultural development.

L

did what to whom or for what motives and with what
results.
Just the facts, ma'am.
Finally, there is one "fact" which everybody using
this word has seemed to miss. That is, the true intent
of any centrist movement.
According to 'Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary," anything that is "centric" is "placed in or near the center."
On top of that, "ethnocentrism" is described as "the
tendency to regard one's own group as intrinsically
superior to all others."
In other words, people involved in a "centrist" movement are expressing a desire to relegate members of all
other groups to a lower standing, not to celebrate or
study the history of their own particular category.
To be a "centrist" seems to mean, in my viewpoint, to
come dangerously close to some other" -ist" categories
- such as "racist" .or "sexist."
So, what precisely do we mean by Afrocentrism? And
am I the only one to notice this lingual contradiction or
is everyone else trying so hard to be politically correct
that they're afr~d to point this fact out?

SAMMY SLOTH

R.K.S.

"Yeah .. Education is currently a priority. You
know how the budget is right now... they are
taking a lot of money away from the schools, so
yeah, we should have more taxes ... schools
should get the money from somewhere."

"Yeah, I do think we should have taxes for
education. It is very important right now. The
increasing cuts have made classes get cut and
c_lasses get even bigger. ... We need the taxes."

- Gessyka Guerra
undecided

-Manyi Hill
psychology

"Yes, definitely. If it weren't tor education where
would we be? We wouldn't have anything."

"Yes. Because we will fa'JJ behind with good
leaders. Ji we don't have some kind of good education system that is along,the lines of Japan or other
countries, then we will fall behind."

- Brett Bartos
international relations

-Mark Pole
social work

Due to a great .number of letters, this
feature will be replaced by letters
during the week of October. 14.
Students Speak Out ~ return on Oct. 24.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Thanks for a great picnic nKA. Hey AXA
- why don't we win bust with you! Get
psyched for AXA Island Party Friday
and LAE & Fiji pre-game on Saturday.
. Congrats Wise Pi Chalese Wright. AM1
Greeks of the Week Dave Patton, LAE,
for Senate Retreat and Amy Jarselic,
~r. as Anchor Splash Chairman! We •
our Alphas ! ! !

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Tonight 5pm ATil (Football vs. LAE.
Tailgate with~ followed@ 1Opm by an
open party. ATil Volleyball-Team II vs.
DC Sat. 8:30pm followed@ 10:30 by
Am I vs. GOI: "ATil, Rocking the
.
Arrow."

KAPPA DELTA
Congrats Megan S. Pledge of the Month.
Support Kirstin for TIB<I> ·s Arrow Week
get those pennies in. Bus ride Sat with
AXA & post party with AXA & KL\ from
FSU. U pledge retreat 2 I ! !
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Mn, thanks for the serenade-we can't
.wait ti I the Gilligan's Island Social, Friday
atthe house! Team I vs. PIKE-today at
4pm-Be there. All sororities-Watermelon Bust is coming.
PHI DELTA THETA
Second place in Anchor Splash has an
all-too familiar ring. Congrats to Sig Ep,
good show. Thanks to all our Delta
Gamma coaches. Hobbes says-Et tu,
g, ettu? Next year, you WILL see dollar
signs! Time to Rock the Arrow, guys.
Just remember that what goes around,
comes around AL WAYS! Retreat is just
around the corner. Pledges, keep it up!
"$"
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Get ready Acacia, FIJI football on the
attack. AM1 & LAE ready for tailgate Sat.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Attention all lr;idies, tickets for bus ride to
game are available. See Scott Weidle.
Keep it up PIKE Football! Hey AM1 with
some determination and lots of spirit we
can win it all!

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hope everyone learned something on
pledge retreat; A hardy <I>A goes out to
Todd A. LAE sports still dominating the
Greeks. Fri. the 11th 9 :30 LAE presents
R_M & REGGAE ! .I Watch as UE
converts its house into an island paradise-24 tons _sand, palms, live reggae
band. Don't settle for the other imitations. experience another SAE tradition
R_M & REGGAE .1 ! I MON ! ! ! Sat. bus
ride with our homecoming buddies,~.
See Ya!!

SIGMA CHI
· EX, ~. l:<I>E Social Fri. Nite @ at the
Sig Ep house. ZTA, get ready to tailgate
Sat@ 5:00 ! EX feam I football tonight@
5:00vs. AK':' :X HayrideOct 18!You'll
find it here

SIGMA PH' · p~tLON
II<I> - get ready for Dance line tomorrow.
Social with M~. EX, and mystery sorority Fri., at the Sig Ep house, ofcourse.
UCF over Samford this Sat. How do we
do it? It's easy for l:<I>E.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Bus ride this Sat. with the lovely ladies of
TI<I>. Bus leaves at 7:30 Don't forget the'
Big Teke toga party at Rollins after the
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Attention Advertising & Marketing Mafootball game. Pre-party and bus pickjors I The Central Florida Future is lookup at Class Break. Hey Gordon! Nice
ing for- motivated individuals to sell ad
flop-but keep the shirt on. Rex, Dean,
space for the newspaper. Gain ExperiKeith, and Pissboy good job at Splash.
ence & Make Money! For more informaTKE I vs. SPE I football at 4:00 today.
Mess with me and I'll choke you. C-Ya -- 2/2 apt 1 mi from UCF. Dishwasher, . tion call 823-2601 !
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
ZETA Word of the Day-RAD! Countdown to formal-9 days away.
•Sherwood Forest•
Everyone's gonna have a RAD time.
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Zeta is looking forward to tailgating with
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
the Sigs on Sat. Dedication for our new
657-1967
and improved RAD house is Sunday at
Tutor for Physics 1512 needed ASAP
two o'clock. Zeta pledges are the
Call 855-8249 Leave Name & Phone #
RADDEST on campus ! ! !

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR SALE
ATIENTION ALLGREEKSANDGDIS:
This is the perfect opportunity to get
some community work done. You would
be volunteering to have a fun filled time.
The activity that we are talking about is
theTHIRDANNUALORLANDOPIZZA
HUT/DIET PEPSI HOOP-IT-UP. HOOPIT UP is a 3 on 3 basketball festival that
benefits the City of Orlando Parks and
Recreation Youth Sports Program. The
volunteer work would include doing things
like registration, setting up and take down,
paperwork, and monitoring the activities. The activities begin Friday evening,
November 1, for pre-registration at
Church Street Station. The competition
will take place at Church Street Station
on Saturday, November 2 and Sunday
November 3. If you would like to volunteer or need more information, call Vic
Kruppenbacher or Marcia Bowen at 2462288

Washer/Dryer 1st $100 takes them. _tertoday! Fill it out and mail before Dec.
Queen Bed $30.
1. Questions? Please call 898-2304
For Sale - Minolta X-700 Camera w/
flash & auto Winder $150, -Bear Compound Bow $60, 50 ·gal Aquarium w/
filter, pumps, & decorations $170. Call
Steve at 382-1557
DEER RUN Golf/pond view, like new 4
Br I 2 Ba,·fireplace, courtyard. By owner,
$119,000. (904)383-2496 Col
Compaq Deskpro (XT) 30 Mb HD RGB
Monitor daisywheel printer $525 Rob
382-1434 leave msg .

AUTOS
CLUB INFO

jl..A MEETING EVERY, WEDNESDAY
12-1 PM STUDENT UNION BLDG
ROOM 211

MASCOT AUDITIONS Guys & Gals, 18
yrs. and older with at least 2 yrs. exp.
(English or Western) Pick up your application at the Wayne Densch Sports Cen-

1986 Toyota Celica GT .. Loaded** Air,
AM/FM Stereo, PS/PB; 5-Speed FuelInjected, 47,000 miles Excellent Condition in/out $6200 OBO (904) 761-8681 ;
Leave Message.
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. F0rds . .Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628
'78 Camaro Must Sell $549 695-0984

ROOMMATES

Singer Wanted to join rock band. We
have a few gigs lined up so please call as
soon as possible, 407-381-1340, ask for
Naz or leave a message.

SERVICES
College Funding-Guaranteed ! I
Grads I Undergrads I Potential
Students - We match students to
private sector scholarships nationwide.
Call 1-800-669-9419 for fee info.
AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-cnarge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.
CASH for COLLEGE GUARANTEED!
CALL 407 699-5704 EXT UCF

TYPISTS
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.
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TUTORS
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400
LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.
Spanish Tutoring Call Maria 282-9872
Between 1to 3pm; After9pm Also Weekends

OTHER
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.
ATIENTl6N: WIFFLEBALL
PLAYERS!
Interested in joining a league? 3 man
teams forming. Call Dave at 658-4893
for details.
TRAVEL FREE!! Sell Spring Break Trips
to JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
MARGARITA ISLAND. Best Commissions Paid! Call SUN SPLASH TOURS,
1-800-426-771 0
Not reaching your potential? Change!
Get the secrets from the super successful in life & love. Be all you can be by
getting your mind on the right track & fuel
for the distance. fnduct into the "FORTUNATE FEW"Send$19.95: Godwin, 643
Jamestown2137 Alt. Sp. FL 32714
MOCKTAIL
October 16 from 7:30 - 9:30 pm
Student Center Auditorium
Open to All UCF Students
Get a Team Together for the
Line Dance Competition! !

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc. 366-0538
I

Female NS to share w/same. All amenities $250&1/2 util. 327-6059 Leave
Message.
Female roommate needed in Apt. across
street from UCF. Private room, share
bath. $150 security, $158 rent, 1/3 utilities. Call 273-8744. ·
Share 4 bdrm/2bath house. Conway
area. $300 deposit. 249-4123
MF Nonsmoker2BD 2BAAptAlt. Springs
$250 + 1/2 util. Pool etc. 380-5967/2950992
Female Roommate to Share 3BRt2BA
·House and Expenses. Close to UCF.
Phone 677-0805 before 4pm

! HOUSEMATE WANTED !
Pro guy will share lovely 3 bd rm home
with clean, quiet, responsible student
(female preferred). Pool,tennis, fr replace,
wsh/dry, patio, fenced in yard & security
syst~m. Quiet & safe neighborhood.
Close to VCC, .UCF and E-W Expw.
Chickasaw trail. Available immediately.
A really good place to live for the right
person. No deposits, $300 MO includes
all. 277-2434, evenings and weekend,
or leave msg on box.

LONELY•'s

HELP WANTED
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM 3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715
Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Students, Earn $7000$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valuable Business Experience. Works Corps.
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800443-3059.
LINGERIE SALES, PT/FT Positions,
Commission on sales, Management
Opportunity; Free Kit Call 678-9899
TIM WEBBER CATERING IS NOW HIRING! Experience preferred. Learn how
to bartend and make great extra $$$.
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call
246-7300.
Travel Sales Representative
STS, the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips . f or information call Student Travel Services,
Ithaca, NY at 1-800 648-4849.

LOOKING for a TREMENDOUS NO
RISK GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY to REPRESENT ONE of AMERICAS MOST REPUTABLE and SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES, THAT OFROOMMATE WANTED: 1 BR Avail. in . FERS GUARANTEED BONUS INCEN3BR house. Quiet, clean studentwanted.
TIVES for your HARD WORK? Please
No smokers, drugs. fv1/F OK $200 Call
CALL for EXCITING DETAILS. 277-1677
Lou at 644-6996

Student documents and resumes.
Same day ser\iice available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.
SWM 22 q'8" enjoys movies, scuba diving, and classic rock seeks SWF for
friendship relationship Please write P.O.
Box 26695 UCFOrlando, FLorcall 8234189. If there is no answer, leave message.

TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy /365-4863
PRO WORD PROCESSING
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
Word Perfect 5.1
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
Hot Line 407-423-8078

Typing - Word Processing Good Rates.
Work done on a PC Letter quality printer.
Barb 339-0653

You write 'em
I type 'em
You get the grade
And I get paid

PERSONALS
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE CallNisit Mr. Fernandez at
823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything
you always wanted to know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but we're
afraid to ask! Call him for info at 8232204

Call 679-7179

Complete Typing I WP Services Fast All
Executive Services 2431 Aloma #226
671-4414

Sandy, I hear you're debuting in a movie
tonite in the SAC, "Little Shop of Horrors"! You smug little wench! You'll never
last-you're too dumb to know he's using you. Barbie
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SMITH
FROM PAGE 15

•

not long, but she hopes for some
big successes.
"The best players have been
playingforfive years," Smith said.
''But rm looking to have big successes. It's the hardest physical
· thing fve ever done, beach [volleyball] is a totally different game. I'm
pn;>Ud to be a member ofthe tour."
Smithbroughtherphilosophies
and experience to UCF and has
been received with open arms by
her players.
"She has helped us a lot," said
Wendy Babb. "Her outlook is so
positive. She has really turned
this team around."
"She is larger than life," said
MariellaBonilla-"Herexcitement

is alive! She feels the game and
lets everyone share in her enthusiasm."
Theplayers'beliefin their coach
is reflected in her belief in them.
'We have the capabilities to
make it in the top 20," Smith said.
''My dream - a national championship. My work is cut out for me,
but rm no stranger to hard work.
I have a few things in my comer:
devotion,passionandlovetoteach ·
this sport and the opportunity to
encourage the academic side."
Smith said she couldn't be happier than where she is right now. ,
-''Coaching gives me an arena to
express life's gifts. I can speak
aboutimportantsubjects-about
life. I only wish my dad was alive
to see what I have accomplished.
He would be so proud."

UNCOVERED·PERFORMANCE

1G'!ijj
SPORT SANDALS

• Comfortable, secure fit.
• Built-in arch support. ~~~
·Soft nylon straps.
• Easy on and off.
·All-Terrain sole.
SUPPLIERS OF
Outdoor Equipment
Outdoor Clothing
Outdoor Fun

_

I~!l

~

~·

~:
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Teva Sport Sandals

Defensive lineman Clifford Cole improves his technique at rushing the quarterback during practice Tuesday afternoon. Cole had ten tackles against Arkansas State. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

MID-SEASON

an 8-3 regular season mark and
a playoffberth in its first season
in I-AA.
_
beaten us have only lost one ·
''There were a lot of people
who felt that we didn't belong in
game apiece."
UCF fell 49-31 to James the playoffs last year, that we
Madison University in the sec- weren't that good a football
ond week of the season. Jam es team," McDowell said. "But then
_ Madison is 4-1, its-only loss 'be- we went and won a couple of
ingto Division I-A Virginia Tech, games and people started sayand is ranked 12th in the AP 1- ing 'See there, what'd I tell ya?
AA standings.
They're a pretty good team,
The Knights suffered a 4 7-25 huh?"'
setbackatthehandsofl-Apower
The Knights made it to the
East Caroli_n a University in semi-finals of the I-AA tournaweek four. The 4-1 Pirates' only ment before losing to eventual
loss was a 38-31 thriller to Big top dog Georgia Southern UniTen PO\Yerhouse Illinois.
versity.
UCF was 4-2 at this same
McDowell and company will
time last year and rumbled to have a chance for revenge in a

FROM PAGE 16

couple ofweeks when they travel
to Statesboro to take on the defendingchampion Eagles. Georgia.Southern is 3-3 and another
loss would ultimately eliminate
them from contention.
"We were in the same situation last year and we didn't beat
them," McDowell said. "Maybe
this year we will."
Although McDowell likes his
team's chances of returning to
the playoffs, he is taking nothing for granted.
"We've still got two or three
teams left on our schedule that
could beat us. We haven't
wrapped up anything yet, but if
we beat Samford this weekend,
we'll be in great shape," he said.

'WITH THIS

Alil.

I

l I~ OC<tdooi/J,
- -- ----~-,I

1101 E. HWY 436 •ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701

V-BALL
FROM PAGE 16
Coach Smith said the difference in the two programs is like
night and day. Florida is ranked
eighth and offers eight out-ofstate full scholarships.
"It'snotan excuse," Smith said.
"But it does make a difference
when you have the money to fly
players in to see your program."
But Smith points out the fact

that Florida never played anyone
but the starters.
''It makes me feel gOod," Smith
said. "She was afraid. to play anyone but her starters, even in the
third. She was afraid we could get
back into the match. And we gave
them a match."
Right now UCF is ranked 74th
in the nation, which maynotsound
impressive. But that is an improvement from last year's rankingof212. Coach Smith feels that

the team should be even higher.
"I think we're higher than ·
74," said Smith. "But we'll get
there. I know the·s e girls are
solid, they just needed someone
to believe in them."
Next weekend the volleyball
team will go on the road to play
a mini-series at South Alabama.
They will compete against South
Alabama, Jacksonville University, Western Kentucky and
Arkansas- Little Rock.

Orlando Magic Season Preview Section coming on October 24
...--------------------~

Driving a lemon of
a car? Let us sell it
for you -

Designed by Trek, the Aritelope series
offers both comfortable multi-purpose
and aggressive trail riding bikes. We
kept an eye on value s_o you can keep
your eye on the fun.

ECON RIVER ·
ANIMAL HOSPITAL
.
,

,

_Complete health care for your pet

568-0724
I##BIKE WORKS~ 17Ht76

.~

(Formerly Bike King)

9100 Colonial •Orlando
(at Beltway)

and start sporting
the car of your
dreams.

15220 E. Colonial Drive
3 miles east of Alafaya Trail
on Hwy 50 at Bunker H-ill Center

•Boarding
• Vaccinations
•Skin disorders

•Grooming
•Surgery
• Pet Supplies

Receive a complimentary bottle of flea
shampoo with this ad at initial visit.

AO vertise to Oar in

111~ Future Cla~~ifieOsJ

---------......!-
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• Your choice of either a blazing 25MHz or 33MHz 80386DX processor
• 2MB RAM with a 25MHz 80386 or
4MB RAM and 64K cache with a 33MHz 80386
• SuperVGA monitor (1024x768 resolution) and video card (512K on the card)
• A whopping 125MB harddrive .
• Both l.44MB 3.5" and 1.2MB 5.25" floppy drives
• A full set of ports: 1 parallel, 2 serial, and 1 game
• 5 drive bays-- 3 of which are open for peripherals like a tape backup
• 8 expansion slots inside-- 5 of which are open for LAN cards, 3270 emulation
cards, or the anything you want
• 200W power supply (industrial strength1)
- • Digital Research DOS 5 ~0

25J\tt9iz-$2,081 · SSJii9iz~$2,376
~.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Your choice of either a blazing 25MHz or 33MHz 80386DX processor
4MB RAM and 64K Cache with )Joth processors
SuperVGA monitor (1024x768 resol ution) and video card (512K on the card)
A whopping 125MB harddrive ·
Both 1.44MB 3.5" and 1.2MB 5.25" floppy drives
A full set of ports: 1 parallel, 2 serial, and 1 game
Tower case that can go on the floor and out of the way
8 drive bays--5 of which are open for peripherals like a CD-ROM and tape backup
8 expansion slots inside-- 5 of which are open for LAN cards, 3270 emulation
·cards, SoundBlaster™, and anything else
230W power supply (heavy duty!)
Digital Research DOS 5.0

25J\tt 9-lz-$3,034

"

sseti 9iz-$3,105
$199.00
$149.00
$199.00
$179.00
$ 89.00

Digital Researc.h DOS 5.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Spinnaker PFS:Window Works
Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0
AMI AMIDiag 3.15
AMI AMICache 1.0
AMI EMS emulation 1.0
Z-nix 2-button serial mouse

$ 49.00

Retail total

$933.00

$ 69.00

-

only $143
with the purchase of any system

The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. We are open 8:30am to 5:00pm Monday through Thursday, 8:30am to 4:00pm on Friday. We accept
VISA, MasterCard, cashier's check, and cash. Phone: Main Store 823-5603, Creative Sales 823-5643, Apple Sales 823-5434, IBM Sales 823-5226, Sun SPARCstation Sales 823-5226.
('
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SAMFORD
FROM PAGE 16

•

•

another year."
McDowell won last year's
meeting at Birmingham 37-16
in his first head-to-head confrontation with his former colleague. The Knights have won
all of their three previous engagements with the Bulldogs.
The stakes for Saturday's
game, however, are a little
higher than a friendly game of
racquetball or round of golf as
both teams are vying for a possible NCAA Division I-AA playoff berth.
"Our first goal here was to
have a winning season in Division I-AA by the time our first
scholarship players became seniors," Bowden said. "We accomplished that goal a year
early; now our goal is to try and
make the I-AA playoffs."
Bowden led Samford to a respectable 6-4-1 record last year

in only its third season of scholarship football. The Bulldogs
have roared to an impressive 50 start this season, but Bowden
concedes that the toughest part
of their schedule still lies ahead.
· ''We've got Alabama State
and William & Mary down the
road," Bowden said. ''But I think
Central Florida may be the
toughest team on our schedule
this year."
Bowden's respect for UCF is
mutual as the Knights' mentor
spoke highly of his old friend.
"Samford is a well-coached
team," McDowell said. ''They
play very well and they have a
lot of experience.
"They have a iot of seniors
that have started all four years,
and we're missing a lot of the
people that helped us beat them
last year."
McDowell, though, isn't exactly going into Saturday's
shootout with an unloaded gun.
The Knights have a wealth of

------------------------~

Some classes you take
as a matter of course.

talent on both sides of the footIf the Bulldogs can do what
ball, as Bowden readily points no other opponent has done this
out.
season and successfully contain
"I've been looking at their English, the Knights will then
[UCF] defense," Bowden said. go to the air.
"[Linebacker Rick] Hamilton
Senior quarterback Ron
and No. 56 [linebacker Bob Johnson had the best game of
Spitulski] are both Division I his career · against .ASU, complayers all the way .. Either one pleting 16-of-22 passes for 224
of them could start for Florida yards and a touchdown. He also
State."
ran for another score.
Hamilton, Spitulski and com''The offensive line gave me
pany will have to contend with plenty oftime to throw the ball,"
an explosive Bulldogoffense that Johnson said. ''The receivers ran
has averaged 35.8 points per their routes_and did a great job
game so far this year.
of getting open; they kind of
"Our quarterback [Ben made it easy for me."
Johnson will remain· UCFs
Wiggins] has played really well
for us," Bowden said. "We've starting quarterback despite the
gotten good, steady play from return of redshirt freshman
our wide receivers [Brian James Darrin Hinshaw from a shouland J.C. Roper]."
der separation.
"If Ron continues to play as
The Knights have plenty of
offensivefirepoweroftheirown . . well as he has the last couple of
Runnirig back Willie English games," McDowell said, _"then
gained 242 yards rushing in last he'll continue to be the starter."
Johnson has a talented tanweekend's 31-20 victory over
Arkansas State. Thejuniorfrom dem of receivers to throw to in
Avon Park has ripped opposing Mike Dickinson, Bret Cooper
defenses for 801 yaids through and David Rhodes. Dickinson
has also seen plenty of action
six games this season.
"He's another Division I . returning punts; he's returned
player that UCF has," Bowden three for touchdowns this seasaid. "He's just unstoppable. I son, only one shy of the NCAA
don't think we'll be able to stop record.
him, but hopefully we'll be able
"I've heard ~bout him,"
to slow him down enough to Bowden said. "I hope we'll be
have a chance to win."
smart enough to kick the ball

away from him."
When the Bulldogs are kicking
the football they will be led by
punter Russel Nolen and
placekicker Michael O'Neal,
Samford's all-time leading kicker
.
with 129 career points.
'That's one thing we've got going for us," Bowden said. 'We've
been very good in our kicking
game."
The Knights also have enjoyed
. consistent kicking from Franco
Grilla and punter Russ Salerno.
"Russ has been kicking the ball
a lot better this year than last
year," McDowell said earlier this
season.
The Knights are not without
problems, though; numerous key
injuries·have turned them into a
band of wounded warriors.
Free safety Shane Law is out
forthe season with abroken ankle
and freshman center Mike
Gruttrufuuria is questionable due
to a hip pointer.
"We may have to put in someone who's never snapped a ball before in his life," McDowell said.
"We could put in a true freshman,
butl don't like to do that; we like to
redshirt them."
In spite of his team's woes,
McDowell believes that the winner of this weekend's matchup
will have a good shot at making
the I-AA playoffs.
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It's elementary.
If you're preparing to enter the
business wor~d with a college
degree, the simple fact is you're
in a large crowd.
If you carefully select your
courses; you can do a lot to
build your credentials toward a
specific career: But if you really
want to stand out in today's
fast-paced business market,
you'll need an edge

o(

I
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course, that license on your
resume can SiJ'f a lot to a pro- spective employer: So if you want an edge, get one
that really aclds to your business
resources. Call or come by to see
us about our pilot certification
course And get your career off
the ground with class.

Consider enrolling in a flight
training course
In less than a semester, you can
own a pilot's license and conduct your job search in a loftier
realm. With travel in today's
business world a matter of

~ ·
Cessna

Senior quarterback Ron Johnson throws passes during Tuesday's practice as
assistant coach John Osbourne looks on. (Charles K. Morrow1FUTURE)

if you have experienced downtime ...

now expeFience

·uptime

lllltf•I
28612mhz .............................. $7~
386 33mhz Cache ............... S11 WXJ
486 33/256 Cache ............... $ l 7WXJ
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Magic's big, big center is a fine ~xarnple of communication crisis
Jamie Johnson
_

FREE THROWS

arlier this week I was walking around the UCF
campus when I realized something. Something
dark, something scary and something that poses
a threat to truth and happiness as we now know it .
No, it's not what you think. The Cowboys are win~
ning, UCF beat Arkansas State and Florida State
continues to roll. The Miami Dolphins and those sorrowful Bucs even found a way to win.
But while all seemed perfect in the world of football,
shocking news in the realm of professional basketball
brought things back ID.to perspective.
I was walking past the Education ~uilding this
week when I saw a big guy walking toward me with a
Boston Red Sox shirt on.
Now, I know that according to the 1988 Coldness O~
Campus Act, it is considered extremely out of line to
actually say, "Hi!" to another student and even stranger
to make eye contact, but I figured he was inviting my
friendliness with hi~ choice of wardrobe.
"Hey, those Red Sox didn't make the playoffs, did
they?" I said with a unintimidating smile.

E

"Huh?!" the guy said, showing the intense standards Nati on al Basketball Association completely out of
shape and actually expect they would outshine huof intelligence this school has become known for.
''Your shirt, man. I'm talking about the Boston Red man sized players on the level ofDikembe Mutombo,
Sox missing the playoffs!" I added to clear the picture Kenny Anderson and Larry Johnson?
Roberts obviously believes bigger is better but ·as
up for the guy.
"Huh?!" he repeated as he balled his fists up as if I the Magic coaches watched him pant and grope for
breath up and down the basketball court after he
had assaulted his mother.
By the grace of God, I made it away from this . joined the team, it was obvious he was wrong. For
terrifying encounter, but I could not escape the haunt- Mr. Roberts, big was bad. Mr. Stanley is obviously
completely devoid of what Rookie of the Year means.
ing truth the moment had uncovered.
Americans no longer have the ability to communi- Can you spell obese?
cate effectivelyusingthe English language. Comprende?
Times are obviously scary as our country slips closer
I can prove it! To get back to my reference to the and closer to having to use sign language to get their
NBA, this weekend the Magic signed their number two _ points across, but you and I don't have to stand for it.
As you walk around campus today, keep your eyes
draft pick Stanley ROberts. Now Roberts, who dropped
out of college and has displayed a less then average up and look into everyone's faces.
maturity level, showed up·at the Magic's·camp weighWhen they begin to ball their fists up, just grab
ing more than 300 pounds.
them around the neck, hug them and give them $5.
Not only did the guy get way out of shape going into Then take them to a movie and home to meet your
his first season in the NBA, but Roberts' agent said the mother.
I guarantee you that they'll understand where
elephant sized player signed for just a one year contract because he feels like he can become Rookie of the you're coming from.
As for Mr. Roberts, his English lessons will have
Year and that he- will be worth big money next year.
The only explanation for Roberts' logic is that he to come as he watches NBA rookies like Mutombo
and· Anderson run up and ~own the court while
must not understand English.
Who else would go into their first season in the Stanley nearly crushes the bench. Comprende?

r-~------------------------------~---------------------,

,:~SPACE FOR BEN'l:

call the

Flll:ui:e ad af£ioa at 823-e601 far nore .i.nfometiql.

I
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO-CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

T

.

oday there seems to be an "investment
expert" or a "financial adviser" just
about everywh~re you turn.
But peace of mind about your retirement
comes from solid planning. From investments and services that are designed and
managed with your needs and retirement
security specifically in mind. The kind of
investments and services TIAA-CREF has
been providing for more than 70 years.

'

CREF. And because we're nonprofit, our
expense charges are among the lowest in
the insurance and mutual fund industries.*
So more of your money is where it should
be: working for you.
Today, TIAA-CREF is the largest private
pension system in the nation-with over
$95 billion in assets, serving over one
million participants nationwide.
TIAA-CREF:
.THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

WE DON'T JUST TALK TO YOU.
WE LISTEN TO YOU.

Drop Us A
Lett.er!
We're always glad
to get a response from
our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 32.817

Because our counselors are trained
retirement professionals, they .o nly have
you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you a~e, with
special needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an understanding,
co~fortable relationship.
l(ELPING YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty
of choice and flexibility-from TIAA's
traditional annuity, with its guarantees,
to the investment opportunities available
through the variable annuity accounts. of

It's tough to wade through all the "advice"
to fmd a reliable pension plan provider.
But as a member of the. educational and
research community, the best choice is simple:
TIAA-CREF, the retirement experts.

I, 1

I
I
I
II
j

I
Ensuring the future
for those who shape i~:M
~~~~~~~~~~~~

'

~

- - - - - - - -

~, . -

SEND NOW FORA FREE
_ RETIREMENT INVESTMENT.KIT,
including a Speci.a/ Report on TIAA investments.
Mail this coupon to: TIAA-CREF, Dept. QC,
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or call

I 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
Nnm< (Please print)

AIJJra.J'
City

Stnte

Zip C"')e

-=-~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~-

ln.J'lituti.o11 (Full name)

I
I

Title

I

TIAA-CREF PartiL'i.patrt
0 Ye,· ONo

Daytime Pho11e (

*A.M. But Co., Best's Insurance Reports; Lipper Analytical Servicu lneorporaku, Mutual Fund Performance Analysis.
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Volleyball coach brings Winning
philosophy, experience to.UCF

..
•

'

•
•

•
•

by Jenny Duncanson

versity, which is now UCF, her
sophomore year. She studied
politicaJ science and played volWhen UCF's-new h-ead volleyball, basketball and softball.
When Smith wasatFI'U they
leyball coach movecj. into her
office, she placed a sign on the . "Coaching gives me an had a strong team, never losing
to Florida State, the University
wall that read:
"If any man seeks greatness, arena to express lite 's
of Florida or Alabama. They
were number one in the state
let him forget greatness and gifts. "
and in 1978 they went
ask for truth
-Laura Smith undefeated with a 55-0 record
and he will find both."
This is Laura Smith's phiUCF VolleybaJI·Coach and won the National Championshipin UCFsgyrn. Smit~ was
losophy.
an All-State and All-American
"When I say truth, I mean
Smith hails from Bay Shore, player.
the reality of it," Smith said. "I
Through her playing career,
have 16peoplewhowanttoplay, N. Y. She has always been inbut only six spots on the court. volved with sports, playing ten- Smith had coached at camps
We .talk about the truth of the nis, volleyball, softball~ track and but never seriously considered
coaching as a career. However,
frustration and the pressure in basketball in high school.
She began her college career after school she took a job with
the group. I have.an open door
policy and I encourage kids to ·at Flagler College and trans- Valencia Community College as
talk. I give and receive true feed- ferred to Florida Technical Uni- the head coach of its volleyball
and basketball teams. Smith
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ended her ·career at Valencia
With ~ overall record of 88-37 .
. After four years, she took a
job at Florida Souther.n University as the assistant coach for ·
volleyball and softball.
After one year there she de, cided to go back to scho91. Duririg thattime, she was invited to UCF volleyball coach Laura Smtth looks on during the Lady
try out for the New York Liber- Knights losing effort against Florida (Charles K ~IFLJTUREJ
ties, the first professional
,women's volleyball team in the in the commitment and loyalty I anyone else."
Serving: Lamb, Beef, Chicken & Vegetarian
United States. She played for have to this university and hire
Smith doesn't want to short
the duration ofthe league, which me."
Dishes
either sport by spread,ing her
.was three years.
Smith said UCFis where she time too thin. Butdespitefuture
After the league folded, Smith wantedtobeandshehaswaited plans to step down as coach,
coached boys' and girls' volley- patientlyforthisjobtoopen up. Smith is ~xcited about the up~
llVE Belly dancer every Friday thru Saturday
ball locally at Dr. Phillips High
"I believe I was destined to coming·season.
_
open 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
School until 1990, when the head coach at UCF," Smith said. "Be"Coaching so many different
coachingposition at UCFopened cause in the last three years in people helps me be successful,
-up.
·_ the state .of_Florida there have having a broad spectrum,"
138 ·Wilshere Boulevard
Smith said she appreciates been at least five coaching op- Smith said. "I learn from every
the belief that Gene McDowell, portunities ·at major universi- kid I coach .. Part of my job is
Casselbef!Y, F~oricla 32707
UCF"s ·athletic director, had in ties. I never applied for any of sharing the athletic- and acaher.
them. I knew in my heart I was demic experience~"
"I made soine b~d aecisions supposed to be at UCF."
Inadditiontocoaching,Smith
·For Reservation call:
as a young per8on in college. I
Meracceptingthevolleyball plays on the Pro Women'sBeach .
(407)339-3934
was a wild student. There was coaching position; Smith was · Tour, which she feels adds to
no
real assistance, no monitored offered the women's basketball her coaching ability.
Catering Available
study halls. I wasn't very re- coaching position. She accepted
"Because rm able to play it
sponsible and I made some poor the position but does not feel she · helps me understand players
,---------~---------,
choices," Smith said. "Luckily I' will stay at it for long.
and empathize," she said. "When
I'
15o/o Discount w/this coupon
- I found
the right kind of people in
"Beverly Knight left so sud- you're in their shoes you underL....:. ____ To_UCF Students ______J my life to teach me.
denly. I want to buy UCF enough stand." ·
''What I am thankful for is time to select a good coach for
.Smith 1s now in her third
that McDowell and the univer- the athletic program, " Smith year on the tour and says that is
sity were willing to look at me said. "But my philosophy is: Do
now, at face value, and believe one thing and do it better than
SMITH continued page 11
STAFF REPORTER

back. And our bonding took
place. It shows up in the support
it was designed to create."·

Sulra.n 's Pa.lace
RESTAURANT

Middle Eastern Cuisine ·

•

Do
- something
good.
Feel
something
real.

•
1.1 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY . 281-4438

SOL
"

The Arbors &Hickory Glen
From $70~s - Low $100~s
The Arbors; 657-0722 or 657-2644
Hickory Glen; 366-1707

J"ostpb_'s
_<ttatbo1 it <ttbuttb
~t.

1501 Alafaya Trail

Sunday Masses:.
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
lOam -7pm Daily

P&<)B

From.now on in America, any definilion
ol a successful life musl include serving

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.

275-0841

· 1

olners, To !ind oul now you can nelp in
your communily, call I (800) 677-5515.

A P?!~T~ ?! ~.IC:J-:!T
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~
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Bowden and Bowden on Citr11S Bowl marquee
UCF takes on Samford
following big FSU game

Florida teams shine in
NCAA football season

by Dave Meadows

by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Orlando's starving sports fans will
have an opportunity to whet their appetites this Saturday when the Florida
Citrus Bowl serves up two of the finest
feasts on the NCAA football menu.
The lunch special will feature Coach
Bobby Bowden and the top-ranked
Florida State Seminoles cooking up a .
pow-wow against the Hokies of Virginia
Tech in a 1 p.m. game.
Dinner will be served at 8 p.m. when
the UCF Fighting Knights take on the
Samford Bulldogs in the nightcap.
This weekend's football fiesta will have
a strong FSU flavor to tempt one's palate: Samford Coach Terry Bowden is the
- son of Bobby Bowden and was a Seminole assistant coach from 1979-82; UCFCoach Gene McDowell was a 1963 graduate of FSU and was also an assistant at
his alma mater from 1965-69 and from
1974-84.
.
"It should be a lot of fun," Terry
· Bowden · said from his office in
Birmingham, Ala. "It'll be nice to get to
see my family down there."
The UCF/Samford match-up has the
makings of a friendly rivalry because of
the two coaches' FSU connections.
"It's kind of like playing a game of
racquetball or pla)Ting a round of golf
with each other," Bowden said. "Gene's a
real competitor and I know he wants to
win. I also want to win."
"It's always fun to beat your friends,"
McDowell said at practice Monday afternoon. "Because you can always get together and kid each other about until the
next meeting; against other coaches,
though, you're not going to see them for

{ ,

Linebacker Bob Spitulski has emerged from a frustrating .hamstring injury
early in the season to regain his All-American form. (Chartes K. MorrowlfUTURE)

UCF vs. Samford

: ._

G

·

Where: Citrus Bowl (70,000), Orlando, FL.
When: October 12, 1991
Last meeting:-UCF 37, Samford 16 (Oct. 6, 1990)
Coverage: 580 WDBO, 89.9 WUCF, Cablevision
UCF Team Facts
Nickname: Knights
'91 Record: 4-2
Coach: Gene McDowell (46-30-1)
Last Game: 31-20 win over Arkansas
State

Samford Team Facts
Nickname: Bulldogs
'91 Record: 5-0
Coach: Terry Bowden (50-30-1)
Last Game: Samford won at
Southeast Missouri State, 48-24

SAMFORD continued page 13

The NCAA football season has reached
its midway point and many teams are
entertaining their post-season possibilities.
The Florida State Seminoles are firmly
entrenched in the number one spot on all
of the major polls and are a cinch to play
in their 10th consecutive bowl game. If
the 'Noles can survive their Nov. 16
match up against second-ranked University of Miami and t)leir Nov. 30 finale
with the Florida Gators unblemished,
they could have a lock on the mythical
national championship.
IfCoach Bobby Bowden and company
should happen to stumble between now
and New Year's Day, however, the Hurricanes will be more than happy to succeed them on the pinnacle.
Because there is not a playoff in Division I-A football, the NCAA does not
recognize an official national champion
at that level.
In I-AA, however, there is nothing at
all mythical about the national championship and tea:ms are scrambling for one
of 16 playoff spots.
Teams are selected for a berth by a
panel ofl-AA coaches and athletic directors based on their overall record,
strength ofschedule and Associated Press
ranking. ·
The UCFFighting Knights will be one
of those teams fighting for a playoff position in the next few weeks and Coach
Gene McDowell is optimistic about their
chances.
"We've already played the two toughest teams on our schedule this y·ear,"
McDowell said. "Jbe two teams who've

•.

MID-SEASON continued page 11

No. 10 (lators thrash UCF, 3-0;
Lady Knights' win streak ends
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

Freshman Wendy Babb (left) and senior Lisa Peterson leap
to smash the ball against Florida (Chartes K. ,MorrowlfuTURE)

Rollins College fell to the Lady
Knights volleyball team on Monday, night, but UCF could not
come back against the University of Florida on Tuesday.
UCF took Rollins Monday in
four games with scores of 15-12,
15-8, 14-16and 15-10. UCFwas
pleased with the vi~ory, but
quickly turned its attention to
the Gators Tuesday.
The Lady Knights came out
of the gates ahead and put the
first point on the board with an
ace by Kathy Fill. UCF kept up
the pressure and held the lead
until the score was 9-5. But then
the Gators were able to come
back and wiri the game 15-9.
The second game held some
long volleys, but UCF could not
score points. The Gators were
almost able to keep UCF scoreless and won the game 15-2.
''There was a real lack ofcommunication," Mariella Bonilla
said. "We weren't nervous, just
not verj sure of ourselves."
UCF scored first in the third
game and kept the score close,
· but in the end Florida was again
victorious, 15-12.

Coach Laura Smith said she fear oflosing. We came out with
is extremely unhappy with the a whirlwind of emotion, but afoutcome of Tuesday's game.
ter we gained the lead we began
"I am not happy with the er- to question how long it was gorors," Smith said. "I'm not ingto last. People were afraid to
embarassed, but disappointed. take the ball. They were afraid
People did not do their jobs to- to make the mistake."
night, we were out of position a
Perkins said Smith stayed
cool and positive through the
lot."
· Smith is also disappointed entire game.
with the performance of one of
"Smith stayed business as
UCF's key players, Linda usual," Perkins said. "We try to
Santiago. Santiago, who nor- play the same whether we are
mally leads the team in kills, winning or losing."
had only seven for the-evening.
The team wentjnto Tuesday's
"I think Santiago isn't ready game fired up.
""~
to compete with this caliber yet,"
"We were pumped after
Smith said.
Rollins," Perkins said. "We
Overall, UCFs performance wanted to make su!e we put
was not as good as Florida's. them away."
UCF only came up with 33 kills
''We were fired up, I didn't
to match Florida's 44. And al- think anything could stop us,"
though UCFhad six more serve Kathy Fill said. "But we got
aces, they also had more errors. complacent. The first game felt
. And overall, the team was good, just like we were playing
not impressed with the game. .any other team. We were so up \'.I
"We wanted it and we were the whole game and then we
ready," Bonilla said. "But some lost. We laxed way too much.
of us didn't think we could do it. We were only six points from
We have the potential and we winning and we thought we had 'I
gave them a good match, but it. I think if we had kept playing
OUT blocking wasn't always there
like we did in the first game we
and OUT defense needs work."
would have won."
"We played the second game
in fear," Amy Perkins said. "A
V-BALL continued page 11
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Fi;ee jazz and cheap
Jacksonville festival
offers top performers
by Bill Cushing
he Jacksonville Jazz

t* ~iJ:l~

' and it's absolutely
FREE.
Well, maybe not entirely. After
all, unless you have a connection in
the area or want to join those who
sleep on the beaches, you're going
to have to provide food and a place
to crash.
Even for students, however, that
,situation can be made relatively .
painless, and you can still enjoy the
weekend' sfestivitiesforaminimum
of cash outlay.
In fact, for those willing to oome
at it with the same attitude that
students have during Spring Break,
the weekend can be a great one; the
nuly frugal can probably getthrough
theweekendforonly arout50bucks,
including refreshments and maybe
even some souvenirs.
-After all, facilities are only for a
rest between the two ooncerts. So,
forthoseof you who want the best of
both worlds - good music ·and a
great time- here is a little smvival
guide for the 12th version of this
Florida musical event
While there are several more
hotels and motels than listed here,
the following comprises those with
the best rates in the area of town
locatednearthe festival. Many offer
"Jazz Rates" and you may need to

ask for these ~ial discounts at the
desk.
In downtown Jax, right near
MetroJX)litan Park, the Marina St

John.5 Place (1515 Prudential Dr.,
904-396-5100) is charging $69 a ·"
night for anywhere from one to four
people while the Hospitality Inn
B:>wntown (565 S. Main St, 904355-3744or1-800-321-0052) asks
for $40, single or double. The
Marina, which sits righton the river,
hasa watertaxi tothefestival grounds
for $3 round trip and the Hospitality
Inn is providing free shuttles to the
grounds.
·
The Chick Core~ Elektric Band will be one of the
Moving east over the Mathews
Bridge is the Arlington area, which
has two "best buys" in the hotel department. Kings Inn (8016
ArlingtonExpressway ., 1-800-7253343) offers two double beds for
$31.95oronedoublebedfor$26.95.
Moving off the expressway is the
Travel Inn (747 Arlington Rd., 904725-9600)whichischarging$31.68
for a double or $28.36 for a single.
'IreSouthsideofJacksonvillehas
four reasonably priced hotels, all
within easy reach of University
Boulevaroandl-95.RedCatpetinn
(5331 W~ University Blvd., 904-7338110) is charging $21 a room for
ore to fourpeople. TheEconoLOOge
(.5018 W. University Blvd., 904-7310800) is asking $26 for a single, or
$28 for a double ($2, each extra
peoon).Ram00alnnSouth (1-95 and
Univ~rsity Blvd at 5624 Cagle Rd.,

top performers Saturday.

JAZZ continued page C2 The funky jazz rythms by Bela Fleck and the Flec~tones can also be heard Saturday.
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JAZZ FESTIVAL

The Jacksonville Metropolitan Park can easily be reached from 1-4 east to 1-95 north.
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AUDIO IMPLANTS
compiled by
David J. Shoulberg
Music Director
This just in, singer/songwriter
George Michael has released a
single version of a live duet he ·
did earlier this year with Elton
John. The track is a coverofthe

classic"Don 't Let the Sun Go
Down On Me." This is all in
preparation for the release of
"Listen Without Prejudice Vol.
2" set for release in early '92
and will include some live tracks
recorded on his "Cover to
Cover" tour, which started in the
states Oct. 1st... Paula Abdul is
set to kick off her "Under My

Spell" tour, which also happens
to be her first national headliner
tour. Thefonner L.A. Laker girl
will pull into Orlando Oct. 28 ...
New on Billboard Top 200
Album Chart, Mariah Carey
hops in at #4, Ozzy Osbourne
slithers .in at #7 and the
soundtrack
to
The
Commitments jumps up to
#8 ... on the singles chart Marky
Mark and the Funky Bunch
have their first #1 hit with "Good
Vibrations"... Madonna's
critical and box office hit
,documentary, "Truth or Dare,"
has been released on home
video: It contains great concert
footage from her Blo.nde ·
Ambition tour along with some
frank and controversial behind
the scenes footage ... New
albums in the mix, Bob Segar
and the Silver Bullet Band, The
Fire Inside ... Hoodoo Gurus,
Kinky ... Reba McEntire, For
My Broken Heart ... Motley
Crue, Decade of Decadence ...
Simply Re.d , Stars ... David
Benoit, Shadows ... B.B. King,
There's Always One More
Time ... Robbie Robertson,
Storyville ... Patti LaBelle,
Bumin' ... James Taylor, New
Moonshine...
Branford
Marsalis Trio, Beautiful Ones
Are .Not Yet Born ... Harry
Connick Jr., Blue Light, Red
Light..

JAZZ
FROM PAGE Cl
904-737-8CXX>)ispricedat$32.95 for
one to four people and the price
includes food am cocktail discount

cards. Finally, the Best Western
Jacksonville (5221 W. University
Blvd., 904-737-1690) will take one
to fOUffroPleat$28,sillgleordouble.
A tit further south of University
Boulevard is the Baymeadows area.
Your rest bets there are Travelodge
(I-95 and 8765 Baymeadows Rds.,
904-731-7317) at$30forore to four
people, or, not far from the same
intersection, the Pride Inn & Suites
(8285 Dix.Ellis Dr., ro.4-731-8400)
will take up to two people at $22.95
($31.68 for double beds).
Eateries are not a problem. Most
of the areas where these ootels are
located have an aburdance of fastfocxlonnoderatelypricedrestaurants.
You may find pizza shops nearby.
Besides, don't forget that there is
a wide variety of food (and drinks)
available at the festival.
A.00 have some serious fun.

l)QI\E ON PREMISES
"YOU DREAlVI IT WE DO IT"
•CUSTOM LETTERING
•INDIVIDUAL DESIGN WORK
.
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SILK SCREENING
SERVICE
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The Dirty Dozen Brass Band will be among the many
bands performing Saturday at the 1991 Jazz Festival.
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PUT US TO THE TEST.
I SSAT I PSAT I SAT I ACHIEVEMENTS I ACT I LSAT I
GMAT •GAE• MCAT ·DAT• GAE PSYCH• GAE BIO
• OAT• TOEFL • NMB •NOB • NCLEX·AN • MSKP •
FMGEMS •FLEX· CGFNS •CPA• BAR EXAM• NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.

!KAPLAN

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

3403Technological Plaza
Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
1 mile West of UCF

FASHION SQUARE • 898-6122
ALTAMONTE MALL • 339-3131
FLORIDA MALL • 855-7555
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The Toll protects enVironment: recycle other artists' music
Prince & the New Power Generation's 'Diarilonds & Pearls' lacks luster

_ • Within The Veil
Artist: Fear of God
Producer: Michael Carlino,
Dawn Crosby and Pat Regan
Label: Warner Brothers

first song, and I dream of how I'll
marry Mrs. Crosby and we'll
have babies and call our first
born "Antichrist." But that won't
happen, because Mrs. Crosby is ·
mariied and Fear of God does not
touch on religion at all. BRA VO!
"Betrayed" is a nice love
song for you to crouch up with
your love of life. I'm amazed
totally by this honest-to-fear-ofgod hybrid of art-metal that
actually works! "Betrayed" has a
· relatively slow temp0, _ ._ _ __
fA.)t ~
but the energy and

Writing reviews for- YOU? No.
way, this is a personal tip! Screw
off, you white middle class
piece oftrash! I'mnotyourcolor
and proud!!!.! Retribution!
Restitution!
.
Down with whitey.
. -Anthony Torres

~Ei~~~~ill mtai~ ~
-· .~ • ·..

•Spartacus
Artist: The Farm
Producer: Graham
McPherson
Label: Sire

Thevoiceisusedasan
~
instrument throughout
Fearof Godisn'tsuchanew thisalbum.Lyricsaren't
The Farm are just a
band,andWithintheVeilisn'tsuch easy to decipher, but unlike the . bandtryingtomakealivinginour
a new release. It has nice artworlc Cocteau Twins, Dawn sings in cold, cruel world of dance music,
on.the cover, which judges this English.
so let's go soft on them.
band to be a trite cliche of the
MoreAmericankidsshouldget
Theyaren'trevolutionary.Just
, hate-your-religion death rock into this band, by all means, YES! by glancing at the lyric sheet, I
Ilike them and so should you. hadaninklingofanideathatevery
coming out of my homely town
of Brandon.
Think of the depth this. band has song would virtually sound the
The tape starts off with a lyrically and musically. I feel same. How? Mother f****r's
mediocrepoetryreadingandthen BeneathTheVeilputsFearofGod intuition, first off, but also I
goes into a raging vocal delivery on the forefront of the art-metal Sherlocked Holmes a bit and
by Dawn Crosby, a female scene, one of which does not foundthateverysonghasachorus
fronting a death rock band and include Jane's Addiction or Nine consistingofonephrase repeated
succeeding! Samples run beneath Inch Necks.
twenty thousand times. So, I
"Allthatremains."Thisisjustthe
-Anthony Torres figured you listen to one hip hop
--;=====================:;--i song, you_'ve heard them all.
Oh, not to say there aren't any
gems on this '60s throwback
packaged cassette. Want to hear
what they are? There is acoverof
Jimi Hendrix '.s cover of Al
\.~
In the University Shoppe Plaza
Sharpton's cover of a Lousiana
byUC6
cover band called "Madonna
Featuring:
Shaftsuck" and their Bo Diddley
• Salads
rendition of "Light My Fire."
• 1/2 LB Burgers
Kidding. Actually, they do a
Beer&Wine
•
•Wings - Original Buffalo Style
raging
job of making their own
•
Nachos
(quantities to go, wing platters available)
music. One of two songs I liked
• Great Sandwiches
on this tape was "Sweet
Inspiration," which has the ever
I
50¢ Draft
I so raging vocal talents of some
I Limit 1 per Person per Visit. Expires Oct.15,19911 gospel singer type.
.
i- -------382-3570 - - - - - - - I
Then comes the opus, the creme
of the cream, the nipple on the
L .- - - .J breast, the foot at the
· arrn ... "GROOVY TRAIN!!!"
"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"
This is like the happiest song in
the world. I mean, suckface these
lyrics: "I don't care where you
come from, I don 'r-give a damn/I
1 MONTH FREE.
don't c~ where you come from:
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
It's all a sham!"
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
It'sawell-catVedpieceofaudio
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
art. Ilove it. When I hear it, I close
my eyes and dance like a
,. ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
Manchester s.r. on ecstasy. Or so
•THE
ULTIMATE
IN
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
CONVENIENCE
• WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
I think.
AND MOVIES
Asfortherestofthesongs, well,
I wouldn't know. Side two might
. be good. You'd have to listen to
the tape to find out, I guess. What
12017 SOLON DR.
do you think I am? Your puppet?
0RLANDO, FL
•

~0

.

~0~ University Grille

-------------------
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UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
273 .4097(NEXT TO PIZZA HUrON ALAFAVA)

twice, the second time eating a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
To let you in on a secret, eating a
p&j sandwich is more fun.
Maybe I'm just expecting too
much. Originality? SolI!e depth?
Man, my standards are just too
high.l'mgettingoffmyhighhorse
and making this tape fun! How?
Every song on this tape is its own
trivia pursuit: Where was this riff
stolen from? Who is the singer
trying to imitate? What year was
this material released by the
original artists? How many times
has this theme been addressed
since then?
So, as the film" Jacob's Ladder"
' taught us, hell is what you make of
it. Much of this material has been
covered by Bang Tango in their
Psycho Cafe. The Toll' s
"American Mess" is big time
• Sticks and Stones and Broken INXS style sampling. As in
"Never Enough" wanting me to
Bones
start singing Poison's "Every
Artist: The Toll
Rose Has Its Thorns.''
Producer: Matt Wallace
It's obvious The Toll has sold
Label: Geffen Records
their souls to play other people's
The copy of The Toil's Sticks rock 'n' roll. One redeeming
andStonesandBrokenBoneswas factor, if any exists, would be the
a promo from Geffen. It's hard to lyrics. If only this was a 25 cent
believethatGeffen,homeofGuns lyric sheet. Then I would
'n Roses, could pick up and recommend it. Now, all I can say
distribute an unoriginal cas~ette. is this is the devil' smusic and rock
Shame-shame! Whomever 'n' roll has nothing to do with it.
NOTE: Please avoid this tape
gave the go ahead for this album
must. have a fear of progression like the plague. By purchasing an
· and a severe bout of amnesia. It's unoriginal cassette ' like this you
asadindustrythatcanallowmajor are telling the record labels that
labelstopushlousyproductslike you don't want to hear original
The Toll onto the record-buying music and that you like to hear the
public when smaller labels like same tune sung with a different Sub-Pop are putting out very title and different band name. To
original music and just scraping be honest and truthful, this is the
by.
·
only way to advance our society .
Tongue-tiedRiverstartsoffthis This reviewed cassette is an insult
tape with a blatant riff rip-off of to artistic integ~ity and
TSOL's"HitandRun."Sampling experimentation that has made
machinesareusedhereasameans rock and roll as cool as it is. Don't
of throwing your attention off the degrade yourself, or the music
fact that you may have well just .- industry: You've heard this all
heard this song before. Orone very before. Don't stab risk-taking
muchlikeit,astheCult's"electric" artists in the back.
-Anthony Torres
too has the same riff structure.
Already this tape sounds like bad
news.
"Boys Are Bustin Bricks" just
about kills every sense of nobility
for this band. Everything but the
kitchen sink is 1hrown into this
suck song. Bands as "obscure" as
the Throwing Muses are even
ripped off: the ending uses the
fuzz die out of "Hook In Her
Head." Ahh, why must I be
punished? What have we done to
deserve such smuck-rock? "One
Las~ Wish" has decent lyrics but
the mood is stolen from Concrete •Diamonds & Pearls
.
Blonde's "Scene Of a Crime."
Artist: Prince & the New Power
To be fair, I listened to side two Generation
Producer: Prince & the NPG

r---~---------------- ,~---------------------~~~=~~ey~rlcR~~
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OUTLET
Good only;at University & Alafaya location
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Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

As if it were possible to avoid
the hype, Prince has released
Diamonds &Pearls, the first effort
with his band The New Power
Generation. This album also
marks his first non-soundtrack
album in four years.
.Upon initial listening, Prince
hasneversounded, both musically
and lyrically, so down to earth. The
reckless abandon ofl999 and the
intricate spiritual/sexual stylings
of Lovesexy really can't be found
on this album. It doesn't make for
a poor album, but Diamonds &

10% student discou nt on regular merchandise with UCF ID
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'Sweetrevenge,' professional acting
fuel poli~e action-thriller 'Ricochet'
by Patrick Campbell

he old saying, "One day

one of the men's lives as that one
eventchanges ooth ofthem. Officer
Styles is promoted toas.9.stantdistrict

T ~~]~~~~ii~~~ ~E;:r~~~~!~E

dumps," applies to the
movie "Ricochet."
Anothersayingthat fits
this movie would be
"revenge is sweet,"
because one man's
obsession with revenge
is the main plot.
Denzel Washington plays
rookie cop NiCk Styles. He gains
instant fame when he makes a
rather unorthodox arrest by not
only putting down his gun but
taking off his uniform to save a
woman held hostage.
John Lithgow gives an
excellent performance as Earl
Talbet Blake, a hit man who had
big plans for his career until he
was shot and arrested by Officer
Styles.
~
The movie then follows each

prisoners he is not afraid to fight,
graphically in some
scenes. Blake's ultimate goals
are to escape from jail,
destroy the life Styles
has made for himself and
watch him suffer for a
few years like he has.
The plot is very well
constructed and its twists and the
actingkeepsthemovieinteresting.
The acting is very intense in
"Ricochet."
Washington is very convincing
astheassistantD.A. whose life is
destroyed before his eyes, and
John Lithgow's psycho-killer
_probably would have told Dr.
HannibalLechter("Silenceofthe
Lambs") to shut up!
Good performances are also

MOJEFACTS

Ricochet

***

Rated:R
Starring: DenzelWashington,
John Lithgow.

Key:*Awful**f>oor#*Falr
***~ood****~xcellent

'

given. by music star Ice T. as
Odessa, the drug dealer Styles
breaks connections with after he
becomes a cop. Comedian Kevin
Pollack plays Styles' partner and
gets to slip in a few of his celebrity
impressions. Lyndsay Wagner
plays the district attorney very well.
All in all "Ricochet" is worth
the price of admission and your
attention.

Denzel Washington portrays Nick Styles. (Universal Pictures)
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Pearls is hardly groundbreaking.
Please remember though, nonexceptional Prince is still better
than 95 percent of the music on
the radioloday.
- The album kicks off with a
gritty rock/gospel track called
"Thunder." An out and out
salvation by Jesus theme pumps
the tune along with some
interesting middle-east style
instrumentation. Up next is an
incredibly fun and witty song,
"Daddy Pop." It builds up to a
funky frenzy that left me short of
breath. This is a definite top I0
single. Prince and band are in their
playful best here.
The tracks that seem most out
of place are the dance/rap fueled
"Jughead"and''Push."Theformer
being a repetitious, pointless and
altogether outdated attempt at a
kick.in' dance groove. Contrary to
what was hyped, Prince really
hasn'tgottenagriponraporhouse
technique. The only songs on the
album that really integrate rap well
are "Get Off' and "Willing and
Able."
"Willing and Able" is one of
the album's best tunes. It has a
light island beat that increases
in force to become a gospel style
power-house. "Get Off' is a
goQd mix of the sexual innuendo
we are used-to from Prince and
the rap he is trying so hard to
embrace.
Diamonds & Pearls really has
no overall concept..It seems at
times to be a mere collection of
unrelateo songs. To go from
"Jughead" to the soulful '70s-ish
tune "Money Dm!'t Matter
Tonight" is no smooth or even
logical transition. But the strength
of the individual songs let me
overlook this.
I do recommend this album, but
with the sadness that I can't be
100 percent positive. Simply put,
Prince and the NPG broke no new
ground with this album, but that
doesn't mean they didn't have a
good time with it.
-David J. Shoulberg
Music Director
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